NOTE:
CONSTRUCT RENO MATTRESS USING GALFAN 2.7MM MESH TYPE 60,
DOUBLE TWIST WIRE MESH, COATED WITH 0.5MM GREY PVC COATING TO SANS 1580.

CONSTRUCT GABION USING GALFAN 2.7MM MESH TYPE 60,
DOUBLE TWIST WIRE MESH, COATED WITH 0.5MM GREY PVC COATING TO SANS 1580.

RATES TO INCLUDE FOR PACKING SELECTED STONE FOR
EXPOSED SURFACES.

BIDIM TO BE TYPE A4 OR SIMILAR APPROVED

CLIENT:
ALL DIMENSIONS AND LEVELS ARE TO BE VERIFIED ON SITE BY THE CONTRACTOR
BEFORE COMMENCING ANY WORK
THE COPYRIGHT IN THIS DRAWING, THE INCLUDING THE DESIGN AND DETAILS
SHOWN HEREIN, IS RESERVED BY THE
ENGINEERS.
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